
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
There have been many stories in the media about the pen computing revolution and how it

will change American business. Unfortunately this massive media hype has distracted people
from the real progress and direction of this emerging technology. 

Technology is developing that will allow truly mobile computing. This area includes easy
electronic communications anywhere/anytime, access to business information while away from
a desktop PC and a growing trend toward inexpensive, rugged sub notebook and tablet comput-
ers. The use of a pen can play several roles, from a simple navigational tool to letting a user
write information which is saved and/or translated into text characters.  

The early pioneers of pen technology are rapidly being bought up by the major computer
manufactures as well as by communications giants. These large players are developing and
introducing the technology to capture the new markets that mobile computing is making possi-
ble. 

• IBM is introducing pen based 486 machines in tablet and convertible form for corporate
pen applications.

• AT&T is rapidly acquiring companies to build a new business communications market
centered around a personal pen based communicator. This emerging market will have great
appeal to many of NEBS’s customers.

• AST computers has purchased Tandy and its tablet subsidiary GRID and plans to aggres-
sively market this division, to vertical market applications.

• APPLE, Sony and many others are entering the low end fields with personal communica-
tion assistants based on pen computing. 

These major players have committed large amounts of resources into developing the technol-
ogy and markets to justify their investments. This development is likely to begin impacting cur-
rent NEBS markets within 2-3 years. 

The major trend is to combine easy methods of communicating daily business information
both in and out of the office. This is the same role that many of our business form products cur-
rently fulfill. Purchase orders, invoices, statements, proposals and other communication forms
could be impacted by the new communications paradigms now being developed by these com-
puter and communications giants. This impact is illustrated in two case studies that are found at
the beginning of this report on pages 4 & 7.

NEBS is in the ideal position to take advantage of this emerging technology. By leveraging
our market knowledge and other strengths, NEBS could become a key player in exploiting this
new market opportunity. As a strategic partner, NEBS could provide added value to the products
now under development by AT&T and others. Our role could be to market and sell this technolo-
gy as business solutions to our customers. However, we must begin to analyze our opportunities
very soon or others will fill this role before we can be ready. 

(continued)



RECOMMENDATIONS

In order for NEBS to fully understand the impact of this emerging technology and, further
research is needed. At this time, we have not fully identified the marketing possibilities or how
NEBS can best exploit this opportunity. The industry indicates that the time for NEBS to learn
this information is rapidly shrinking. Therefor it is recommended that NEBS concentrate on the
following  major areas of study:

• Emerging mobile communications - Study the advantages, limitations, cost and ser-
vices of the leading existing and developing systems.
• Technology development - Study the emerging hardware and software. Create business
contacts with key industry companies in the field. NEBS needs to determine which compa-
nies would fit our needs most effectively.
• Marketing possibilities - Further study is needed to understand NEBS's role and oppor-
tunities in this new market. This would also quantify the potential threat to our core business.

The final objective of further study would be to create a business plan that will allow NEBS
to decide how best to proceed. I recommend that a small team, comprised of Marketing,
Information Resources and Product Engineering, be assembled to conduct further study. 

The following report provides a brief overview of the different segments of the mobile com-
puting industry and illustrates the challenges to be overcome. It also examines the probable
development path and timetable for the major technologies as well as projecting the potential
impact on our core business. As an Engineering paper, this report is weighted toward the techni-
cal issues. Only basic marking data can be provided without further study by NEBS.
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ENGINEERING RESEARCH REPORT
Mobile Computing Technology

Development and Impact on NEBS Core Business

Section 1) State of the Pen Industry

The use of an electronic pen with a computer has existed for over 10 years. However this
technology began an accelerated climb in use since 1988. Several start up companies were
formed to take advantage of the technology breakthroughs being made in mobile computers.
Companies such as Momenta & Grid began to manufacture low powered tablets with pen input
capability. 

The success of the early pen computers occurred in large vertical markets such as utility com-
panies, hospitals and government applications. The look, feel and functionality of the application
could be designed to meet the needs of the market. Utility companies around the country have
adopted rugged pen tablets for field work and an even greater number are now considering or
developing an application.

By late 1991, most of the large computer hardware and software companies had projects
underway to develop pen based computing. The problem for these companies was how to use
the more powerful 386 chips, manage power consumption and improve the ease of use for the
average computing situation. In 1992, Microsoft introduce Pen for Windows, while several firms
introduced 386 tablets based on low power chips designed for laptops. 

In 1993, we have seen a flurry of activity in the development of pen based computing. Most
notably is the trend of the large companies in acquiring the early pioneers. AT&T has been the
most aggressive in buying companies in order to become a major player in these and developing
markets. The 3 areas of most interest to NEBS are:

• AT&T developed a RISC microprocessor called the HOBBIT which needs less power to
operate. This was used by a company called EO to build a pen tablet computer with cellular
phone capabilities. Introduced last year, the EO 440 has been an incredible success with
businessmen who need to send receive faxes and computer data while out of the office. This
lesson was not lost on AT&T and they proceeded to acquire EO. They also acquired the
operating system that EO had licensed and have purchased McCaw Cellular (CellularOne
company). AT&T intends to develop the personal communication market by offering an
inexpensive communicator and sell-
ing the cellular service.
Communicating information in the
field, store or shop floor is the task
currently fulfilled by many of our
business forms products. Add to this
the ability to transmit this information
electronically from remote locations
and the ability to use this information
in running a small business, you can
see the potential threat to the paper
business form.
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• IBM has been developing mid level priced pen tablet
and pen laptop computers. They have successfully intro-
duced two excellent machines that combine powerful
processors with rugged hardware. These machines will run
both Windows and PenPoint operating systems and will
undoubtedly accept the new systems coming from General
Magic, their strategic partner. IBM is focusing on corporate and
other vertical markets.

• Apple computer is a good example
of the third new market for pen computing.
By introducing a low cost device they are
illustrating the market for inexpensive pen
computing. While the Newton is severely
limited in functions from the start, this will
change as features and power are added
while the price remains low. Many other
companies such as Sharp, Tandy and Casio
are also perusing this market.

• Many computer manufactures are introducing
small laptop computers that convert into tablets
or accept pen input. Compaq, IBM, Toshiba,
NEC and others all have units on the market or
ready to introduce.

• Advances in small printer technology is pro-
ceeding at an accelerated pace. Inexpensive portable
and office printers are now capable of outputting any
1 part form with the information captured by mobile
computers. Advances in color printers will follow allow-
ing the customer to output forms on demand in color.
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Section 2) Development Trends

Tablet components will continue to improve in power and performance while the price will
continue to decline. With the major players now involved, we will begin to see more rapid
development and increased acceptance from the average computer user. As the devices become
refined, we will also see use by people who have no previous computing experience. The graph
below illustrates the projected growth in power and price change expected for high power tablets
and low cost PDA’s. 

Mobile computing technology is being increasingly seen as a new tool for the business com-
munity in running their business and communicating with their employees and customers. The
fastest growing area of mobile computing is in electronic communications with other people and
other computers. Communicating business information in the store or in the field is a task that
our business form products currently fulfill. As easy and inexpensive devices allow this same
information to be transferred more quickly and easily than paper forms, NEBS will see a migra-
tion of some of our customer base away from paper forms. 

There is a coming opportunity for NEBS to use the developing technology to meet our cus-
tomers business needs. This will become increasingly important as these devices negatively
impact our sales of paper forms. NEBS appears to be in a very desirable position to capitalize on
the investments of the major players in this field. As they develop the devices and tools, new
markets will open up. NEBS has many years of experience in meeting the business needs of the
small business allowing us to offer new answers and services to meet our customers needs. 

The following example shows how mobile computers could be used in a small store situation
to make sales and to run the daily business.
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Case Study 1
Agway

Our customer is the husband & wife team of Fred & Linda, who own a local Agway Farm &
Garden store. They have recently begun to use the NEBS line of “Business Solutions” products
that includes mobile pen tablets for the employees working in the store.

Fred is out on the floor saying good-bye to a customer, when Bob Edwards enters. Bob is a long
time customer who purchases frequently from Fred.

FRED “Good morning Bob, what can I do for you today?”

BOB “Hi Fred, I need some pig feed for those little guys I’m raising.”

FRED “Well lets see what I’ve got.”

Fred raises his pen/tablet and writes “pig feed” on the screen. A list of items comes up, listing
the protein % of 3 types of pellets and 1 type of mash.

FRED “Would you like pellets or mash?”

BOB “Pellets please, Do you have 16%”

FRED “Yes. I have 50 pound bags for $5.50 each”

BOB “Great, I’ll take 200 pounds”

Fred raises his pen/tablet and taps the pen on the line of 16% pellets. Immediately,
an order screen comes up resembling a 610 sales slip. Fred writes “Bob” on the
top and a list of customers with the name Bob
flashes on the screen. Fred taps on the name “Bob
Edwards” and the list disappears. The sales slip
now has Bob Edwards name on the top. The first
line of the sales slip already contains the item “50
Lb. 16% pig feed-pellets $5.50” Fred writes “4”
in the quantity field and the number $22.00 fills
the sub total column.

FRED “Anything else today Bob?”

BOB “I’ll take a couple of these chew treats for
the pups, and would you please charge this to
my account?”

FRED “No problem!”

Fred raises his pen/tablet and scans the bar code
printed on the chew treat tag. Immediately, the
second line of the order screen fills with “Lrg.
chew toy - $4.95” Again, Fred writes “2” in the
quantity field and the number $9.90 fills the
sub total column. Fred underlines the $9.90
and the tablet adds all of the items displaying a
subtotal. The tablet then adds the correct tax and
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displays the entire amount. Fred writes the word “charge” and the tablet displays Bob’s account
number and places a box for Bob’s signature.

FRED “Please sign here”

Fred hands the tablet to Bob who signs his name in the box.

FRED “Drive around to the side, Willie will load your feed for you.”

The scene fades and comes up in the warehouse where a small printer is outputting Bob’s
receipt. Willie picks it up, walks over to where the pig feed is stored and begins to place 4 bags
onto a cart. Bob drives up to the opening as Willie wheels the cart out. They load the feed and
Willie hands bob his receipt.

The scene fades again and this time comes up in the office. Its the end of the day, and the store
has just closed. We see Fred sitting down to his desk. He plugs his tablet into a small box and a
larger flat panel display on his desk comes to life. Linda walks in carrying two cups of coffee as
Fred looks through the days mail to sort out the bills and payments from the junk. In the back-
ground we can see on the large panel, that the computer is updating its records incorporating the
days sales and modifying the inventory list. As the computer finishes its tasks, we see Fred come
to a large brightly printed catalog from Deluxe, advertising all of the latest paper forms for run-
ning the small business. Fred chuckles as he tosses it into the waste basket.

LINDA “Busy day today, I’m beat, lets go get something to eat.”

FRED “This will only take a minute. Here, let me show you how this works!”

Linda sits down as Fred opens an envelope from a charge account customer.

FRED “Before I send out this months statements, I want to finish entering in the payments from
our charge accounts. The statements that we send them have a bar code so that I can enter them
quickly.”

Fred takes the small tablet and scans the bar code in the statement. On the large panel a line
appears with the important information. (Name, acc #, amount due, etc.) Next he scans the bar
code printed on the bottom of the customers check. The check # and amount also appear on the
screen.

FRED “Here, you try the last two”

We see Linda scan two more statements and checks as the information is added to the screen.

LINDA  “This is easy”

FRED “If you want to see more details on any of the customers, just tap that line with your
pen.”

Fred taps a line and we see the screen expand to list details of that account.

FRED “We can see his payment history or chart his purchases by season.”

LINDA  “This would make it much easier for us to predict when he will be needing his fertiliz-
er!”

FRED “You bet! I’ve been having very good luck at keeping our excess inventory low. I think
its going to save us a lot of money.”
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LINDA  “Speaking of money, lets get these statements done, I’m getting hungry.”

Fred taps a folder titled “monthly statement” and a list of all accounts comes up.

LINDA  “Wow, It really has been a busy month. look at all of those charges!”

FRED “Yes, but since we got this Business Solution from NEBS, we have been able to move
more merchandise with out adding any more employees!”

LINDA  “Yes, and we even get to have supper before 8:00!”

FRED “OK, I get the hint, Let me show you one more thing. All of our statements are listed
here. If you want to see the details of any one, just tap the pen to that line. ”

LINDA  “Oh, I see, say you can see this guys activity for the whole month. See here, he charges
a feeder on the 6th, and we got his payment for the pervious month on the 12th. Now his balance
is down to $42 dollars!”

FRED “And that’s the amount of the statement that we will be sending him. Easy hu?”

LINDA  “Yes, How do we get his statement?”

FRED “You can print out individual statements by tapping that print button with the pen.”

Linda taps the button and one statement is generated by a small color printer sitting on the desk.
The statement looks very similar to current NEBS statements only with more color.

LINDA  “That was fast. Hey, these sure look better than our old statements.”

FRED “Well the tablet lets us customize the statement, I designed this one myself. Just fold it on
that line there and it will fit perfectly into these two window envelope.”

LINDA  “Nice, fast .....sort of like a certain type of food!”

FRED “OK...OK... lets just set the rest of these to print, We’ll put them into envelopes and mail
them in the morning.”

LINDA  “You know, its early enough that we could try that new restaurant over in Barnard.”

FRED “OK, but I’m driving.”

LINDA  “Dream on!”

The scene fades as Fred and Linda turn out the lights and lock up the store.

The future represented by this case study may not be too far away. Today, an electronics store
called “The Incredible Universe” equips all of its floor sales force with pen/tablet computers
with internal wireless communications and bar code scanners. This gives the salesperson access
to product information such as inventory, pricing accessories and warranty information without
having to walk back to a sales terminal. They have found that they are more likely to make a sale
if the customer is not left alone while the salesperson gets requested information. 
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Another large market for NEBS is the service LOB’s such as contracting. The following
example shows how easy, convenient communication capabilities and mobile computing could
impact the way this group will run their businesses.

Case Study 2
Contractor

Our customer is an independent contractor named Jack. Like most contractors, Jack has his
hands full coordinating the many aspects of construction. Jack recently purchased a “Business
Solution” from NEBS to help him run his business. The scene begins with Jack entering his
favorite hardware & supply house on his way to the job site. He sees Carl, the owner of the store
using a small hand held tablet to scan the bar codes of inventory that has just been delivered. As
an item is scanned, it is checked against the original purchase order and added to inventory.

JACK “Good morning Carl, how’s it going today?”

CARL “Hi Jack. Look at these new basin fixtures from Sterling! They hang with only 3 bolts.”

JACK “Nice. I was wondering what you have for high volume roof vents.”

CARL “I’ve got these button units over here. They are $45.00 each before your discount. They
have become very popular. What are you going to use them on?”

JACK “Oh, that big storage unit over at Ravenwood. The architect speced in units that are on 3
month back order. I’ve got to get them in this week if I’m going to be ready for the roofers on
Monday. How do these mount?”

CARL “I think I have a spec. sheet on these.”

Carl scans the bar code on the unit, and the item displays on his small tablet. Carl taps the “?”
mark and a list of available information on this item is displayed. Carl taps the line titled “spec.
sheet” and a drawing of the mounting instructions with dimensions is displayed.

CARL “Here, How’s this look?”

JACK “Uh - hu....yea that will fit fine. Say could I get a copy of this?”

Jack takes his small tablet from his jacket pocket and it springs to life. With a few stokes of his
pen, Carl copies the drawing down to Jacks tablet.

CARL “How many do you need?”

JACK “Four”

Carl taps his tablet and a sales form is called up with the ventilator listed in the first line. Carl
writes “4” in the quantity field and the number $180.00 fills the sub total column. Carl’s tablet
beeps and a small window pops up telling Carl that he only has 2 units in stock.

CARL “Uh oh, looks like I only have 2 of these. Lets see if I have any on order.”

With a few strokes of his pen, Carl learns that an order was placed for 6 more and they are due
on Thursday.

CARL “We are in luck, I can have the other two by Thursday.”

JACK “Great! That will sure save my skin. Please charge that to my account and could you fax
me as soon as they get in?”
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CARL “No problem.”

Carl underlines the $180.00 and the tablet then applies the contractor discount, adds the appro-
priate tax and displays the total. Carl writes the word “charge” and the tablet displays Jacks
account number and places a box for Jack’s signature.

CARL “Please sign here”

Carl hands the tablet to Jack who signs his name in the box.

CARL “Drive around to the side, Willie will load these for you”

The scene fades and comes up in the warehouse where Willie is loading the units into Jacks
truck. While he is waiting, Jack calls up the diagram of the unit and writes a short note to his
foreman at the job site instructing him to get started on the frame for the units based on the spec.
sheet. Jack fax’s the note and sheet to the job site using his tablet and begins the hour and a half
drive.

The scene fades again and this time comes up in jacks truck as he drives to the job site. Jack
speaks to the small tablet sitting on the seat.

JACK “Audio!”

TABLET “Ready”

JACK “Messages”

TABLET “You have 3 new messages”

JACK “List”

TABLET “Message 1 - Dr. Johnson’s office regarding
your annual check up. Message 2 - Bill Quinn
would like you to quote on a job. Message
3 .....”

JACK “Stop! Bill Quinn -
address please.”

TABLET “Bill Quinn
lives at 304 West Boyd
Ave. in Butler.”

JACK “Great! That’s on
my way. Please display
street map of Butler and
mark Bill Quinn.”

The scene fades and comes
back on Jacks truck entering Bill

Quinn’s driveway. Bill greets Jack and
takes him down to the cellar to show him

what he needs done.
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BILL “I’d like to have a nice brick arch put here. It needs to support this beam here but still let
me enter the fruit cellar over there.”

JACK “looks pretty straight forward. Let me do some figuring.”

Jack takes a small digital camera from his jacket and takes a snapshot of the area where Bill
wants the arch. The camera has a fish eye lens that takes a wide panoramic shot. The photo is
instantly downloaded to Jacks tablet. Jack goes back out to his truck and uses his tablet to call up
a list of Masons. He points to Steve, a mason who has this type of experience and points to the
telephone icon. We hear a dial tone coming from the tablet followed by a ringing tone. The scene
fades down and back up on another job site where a mason is bricking up a chimney. A beeping
sound comes from his box of tools. The mason puts down his trowel and reaches into the tool
box and pulls out his small tablet.

STEVE “I’m 3 stories up with mortar drying so make this fast!”

JACK “Well, I can tell the sun hasn’t cheered you up any!”

STEVE “Hi Jack! Sorry about that. These kids I’ve hired are about to drive me nuts! What’s
up?”

JACK “I feel sorry for the kids! hey, I’m over in Butler looking at a job that you might be inter-
ested in. Its a structural brick arch. ...and its down in a nice cool basement.”

STEVE “How big?”

JACK “Here, Ill send you a photo.”

Jack uses his pen to write fax on the photo. The tablet calls up Steve’s fax number and sends a
copy of the photo to Steve. The photo appears on Steve’s tablet.

STEVE “humm... we can use that main beam there if it goes to the wall.”

Steve uses his pen to tap on the right of the photo. It scrolls to the right showing the wall.

STEVE “Yes! That will work. Here, see how we can do this.”

Steve uses his pen to draw an arch on the photo. The tablet takes his marks and cleans up the
lines. Steve doesn’t like the arch and scribbles over it and draws a better curve. The tablet cleans
this up.

STEVE “See this? Think its what he wants?”

JACK “Yea. That just the ticket. What will it take?”

Steve taps a menu item that computes the area of the arch and figures the amount of brick and
mortar that will be needed. From this, Steve figures in the time needed and sends it to Jack. 

JACK “Humm... This looks pretty good. Do you have any openings in your busy schedule?”

Steve calls up his schedule on the tablet

STEVE “Well I have an opening in 3 months! But for you ... How about next Thursday?”

JACK “I’ll get back to you. Stay out of the sun you ol’ goat!”

Jack uses his pen to reformat Steve’s information and adds his mark up. Jack taps the print but-
ton and a small printer in his glove compartment prints out a proposal. The proposal has a copy
of the photo with Steve’s drawing, as well as the quoted price. Jack takes the proposal to Bill.
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BILL “Hey, this looks great! Could you match the color of the brickwork on the foundation and
add a Keystone to the top of the arch?”

JACK “You bet! Will next Thursday be soon enough?

BILL “That would be fine. Thanks for coming by so quickly.”

Jack makes a note to Steve about the changes and continues on to the job site.

These case studies were created by examining the technology being developed today and
envisioning their possible impact on our markets in the near future. The following sections will
briefly look at the many areas of hardware, software and other technologies that are undergoing
dramatic development. These sections are intended to provide a basic understanding of the many
approaches being developed as well as some insight into the possible future for our customers.
NEBS will need to commit to further research to more fully understand and use this technology
to gain continued growth of sales.
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Section 3) Hardware The hardware for mobile computing is undergoing very rapid develop-
ment. The major computer manufactures such as Compaq, IBM, NEC and Dauphin are combin-
ing small portable notebooks with pen recognition. This allows the user to use a pen for fast nav-
igation, note taking and handwriting recognition. Keyboards are also included to allow fast text
entry and to overcome the shortfalls of today’s handwriting recognition programs. Rugged
tablets using only pen entry are also being introduced from large manufactures such as NEC,
IBM and Apple. This section focuses on the major components, challenges and most likely solu-
tions.

3.1) Microprocessor - The early tablets successfully used the inexpensive 8088 micro-
processors for low power requirements and longer battery life. However the next generation
of tablets began to use 386 & 486 microprocessors to permit more complex processing and
to run the software found on today’s windows machines. This took its toll of battery life and
drove up the cost of the tablets. 

Low power 386 & 486 chips have become increasingly available from the advances
made for laptop computers. These chips are now being incorporated into many of the new
tablets and convertible laptops resulting in longer battery life.(6-8 hours) This class of tablet
still carries a higher price tag starting around $3,000. 

Reduced Instruction Set Chips (RISC) are beginning to be used to provide faster speeds
while requiring less power. The HOBBIT chip is being used in the EO tablet and Apple has
used the ARM 610 RISC chip in the Newton. Other RISC chips such as the Power PC and
Pentium will undoubtedly be used as they become more widely available and affordable. 

3.2) Battery life - Battery life between charges is still a major challenge at this time.
Mobile computing requires that a person be able to use the device for at least a full day
between charges. Even today’s units using RISC chips cannot fully accomplish this.
Electronic communications will hinder this performance even more. Major advances in bat-
tery technology appear to be at least 2 years away so manufactures must focus on the devices
requiring less power to operate.  Battery life of today’s tablets and portables ranges from a
few hours up to about 7 or 8 hours. The type of work and how  the machine is used has a
great impact on actual battery life.

3.3) Display/Digitizers - portable computer displays have advanced rapidly in quality and
have slowly reduced in cost. Accepting input from a pen requires additional layers of materi-
al placed over an LCD screen. At this time, there are two major approaches.

• Electromagnetic Resonance (EMR) - EMR systems are comprised of an LCD
screen covered with a writing surface usually made of scratch resistant plastic. Under the
LCD panel is a sensing board & shield connected to a controller. A grid of wires on the
sensor board is both a signal transmitter and receiver, alternating between the two. 

During the transmit mode, the pen receives power through inductive coupling with the
grid. Power is stored in the pens circuitry. During the receive mode, the pen returns a sig-
nal to the sensor board. from this, the controller can tell the pens position. Applying pres-
sure to the pen creates a phase change to the signal which the controller interprets as a
mouse click.
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The advantage of this system is
that the pen does not require bat-
teries as earlier systems did.
Allowing the pen to simulate a
mouse click by applying pressure
or pressing a button on the pen,
provides similarity to many of
today’s desktop programs and will
be familiar to most windows users.
Because the sensor board is under
the LCD panel, the user does not
have as many layers between the
pen and the image on the screen. This aids in accurate placement of the pen tip.

Some disadvantages of this approach are that the sensing board must make the grid of
wires fine enough to allow for good resolution, causing the cost to go up. The pen also
has its own circuitry meaning that if you lose the pen, replacement cost is about $70.00.
The feel of the tablet is also effected by the type of protective surface used and the
amount of travel built into the pen tip. Reliability of the switches in the pen also becomes
a factor in harsh environments.

An example of a tablet using this technology is the IBM Thinkpad-T.

• Touch Screen - These systems consists of 3 layers; a sheet of Mylar coated underneath
with transparent metal, a special gel consisting of microscopic balls and a piece of glass,
coated on top with transparent metal. Underneath these layers is a LCD screen.  

The pen has no circuitry and is simply plastic. When pressed against the top layer, the
pen pushes the mylar through the gel, making contact with the transparent metal coating
on the glass. The metal causes electrical resistance at the point of contact. Software
determines the amount of resistance and turns on the correct pixels on the LCD screen.
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The advantage of this system is primarily low cost. Component costs are low and large
screens are very affordable. Since the pen is a simple plastic stylus, replacement cost is
less than one dollar.

The disadvantage of this system is that the LCD panel resides behind 3 layers of trans-
parent material causing a parallax effect for the user. System software often lets the user
“zero” the pen to reduce this effect.

An example of a tablet using this technology is the Apple Newton.

3.4) Wireless Communication - For mobile computing to become truly useful to our
customers, they must be able to easily share information with other computers and users. For
this to happen, wireless communication must continue to advance in availability, ease of use
and reduced cost. 

In general, there are several developments that are accelerating the proliferation of wire-
less communications. Improvements in microprocessors are allowing the use of low powered
devices to share radio frequencies without interference, Improved infrastructure in the
United States for wireless communication and government support of improved and wider
service are all combining to expand wireless communications.

To fully understand the challenges and scope of this issue, would require a report of its own.
Therefor, this report will outline the major methods available and being developed along
with a brief explanation of the strengths and weaknesses.

• Infra Red (IR) - IR systems are familiar to most people through the use of remote con-
trol devices for TV and stereos. IR wavelengths of light exist below the visible spectrum
and require very low amounts of power to generate. IR light does not penetrate walls and
therefor has a very limited range. IR communication systems are ideal for indoor situa-
tions where low cost and power use is needed. IR communications are not regulated by
the government and require no licensing. 

The disadvantage to IR is that it needs to have a straight line to between the devices.
Walking around the corner or behind a stack of merchandise can interrupt communica-
tions. Solutions to these problems are coming in the form of relay units and intelligent
directional antennas. IR does not do well in outdoor situations due to its low power and
limited range. The sun is also a problem as it generate huge amounts of IR light and can
cause interference.

IR systems are desirable for store and warehouse use. IR is currently used in wireless
LAN situations and in the Newton.

• Land Mobile Radio - Land mobile radio represents the traditional approach to wireless
communication where the user purchased devices that work on a specified frequency.
These devices are licensed by the FCC and the user must apply for a frequency before
beginning an operation. 

There are a multitude of problems with this approach including limited range, interfer-
ence, security and limited services. These systems are primarily for voice communica-
tions and paging and offer limited uses for mobile computing.
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• Cellular - The cellular phone system is probably well known by the reader from its
rapid growth over the  past several years. The cellular concept works by placing multiple
transmitter stations in a given area thereby dividing it up into small cells. Customers
using low powered radio phones are able to communicate and move between cells with-
out interfering with each other or loosing contact.

Use of the cellular phone system for mobile computing is already taking place today.
Electronic mail, fax’s and data transfer is possible on most cellular systems with several
mobile computers. The three major providers of service are:

- ARDIS - Ardis was a joint IBM/Motorola venture designed to provide IBM field
technicians with wireless communications while servicing mainframes. IBM
expanded the service and offered subscription rates to the public. The strength of
this system is that it provides excellent coverage inside buildings in the major busi-
ness centers of the country. However, it is limited in handling large file transfers
and was not designed to allow users to roam through cells while communicating.

ARDIS provides services such as Radio Mail and links to other networks such as
Internet.  ARDIS plans to expand services and include more roaming capabilities.
ARDIS currently has capacity for 1 million users.

- RAM Mobile Data - RAM Mobile Data was developed by Swedish Telecom
and is backed in the U.S. by Bell South. RAM’s system was designed to allow large
data exchange and nationwide roaming of the user. RAM expects to cover over 100
cities by mid 1993 and currently has 4,000 subscribers. 

RAM’s advantages include easy roaming and connectivity. Its disadvantage is
smaller coverage of the United States at this time.

RAM offers Radiomail and Internet connections and plans to introduce wireless
e-mail.

- Conventional Cellular Services - Conventional cellular companies have been
slow in offering services to mobile computer users. This is mostly because there are
several obstacles that make this difficult today. Cellular systems where originally
designed as analog systems to carry voice. Interference or missing information will
still produce acceptable sound quality . Therefor, error detection/correction systems
where not created. However, no data can be lost or misinterpreted between comput-
er. Other problems also exist that makes cellular computing challenging at best
today. Mobile computer users wishing to use cellular links are limited to fax, mail
and limited modem use today.

The cellular industry is rapidly moving to improve this situation. A host of large
communications corporations such as IBM, NYNEX, AT&T, Southwestern Bell
and GTE have formed a consortium to develop cellular data standards and solutions
to these and other mobile computing problems. These solutions are expected to
begin appearing in 1994.
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3.5) Hardware Summary - Early explores of mobile computing have struggled with limi-
tations of hardware choice, ruggedness, battery life and features. However, the computer
industry is beginning to rapidly correct many of these limitations. The next 3 years will see a
flurry of advancements coming from IBM, Apple, Compaq, Sony and others as more power-
ful processors running with less power become more readily available. Advances in laptop
technology will migrate to tablet machines while pen input and navigation is becoming
available for many notebook computers.

Rapid growth of inexpensive and easy to use wireless communication is set to occur over
the next 2 - 3 years. Many large corporations are investing heavily in creating the systems
and technology to make this happen. The Federal Government has also expressed its support
in creating an “Electronic Highway”. The Clinton administration has released a 46 page pro-
posal for creating a National Information Infrastructure outlining 9 policy goals that will
include incentives for more corporate investments and support in the form of subsidies and
regulations.  

As true mobile computing becomes easier and more affordable, our customers will begin
to see the advantages to their business in using these new technologies. The challenge will be
to package the right combination of hardware, software, communications features and ser-
vices in an affordable and understandable manner.
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Section 4) Software At this time, mobile computing offers alternate operating systems and
handwriting recognition software. A brief review of their strengths and weaknesses is helpful.

4.1) Operating System Software - Until recently the choice of operating system was
matched to the hardware and application. Low powered 8088 tablets required “PenDOS” &
“PenRight”,  386 machines running windows applications required “Windows for Pen
Computing” & RISC based machines used “PenPoint”. This year has seen the new genera-
tion of mobile computers accepting a variety of operating systems to match the users needs
and preference. In addition, many developers tools are now available to enable 3rd party
applications and custom programming. The following is a brief look at the major operating
systems.

• Windows for Pen Computing - Introduced by Microsoft in 1992, Windows for Pen is
an extension of Windows 3.1 that allows a user to navigate the windows environment
using pen input, gestures and handwriting recognition. 

Its major advantage is that it takes advantage of the large installed base of Windows
users and theoretically Windows applications. Any Windows compatible developers
tools such as Visual Basic or C++ can be used to write pen aware applications. This pro-
vides a short learning curve for developers who already write Windows 3.1 programs. A
second advantage is that any current Windows user will feel comfortable using a pen to
navigate and work with documents.

Windows for Pen Computing (WPC) allows a user to train the recognizer to read an
individuals handwriting. However, at this time, WPC has the poorest performance at
handwriting recognition. Actual results are around 70% recognition. Most users substi-
tute a 3rd party recognizer from CIC which provides better results at this time.

WPC requires that Windows 3.1 be running. This demands a 386 or faster micro-
processor, generous amounts of RAM and battery power. Mobile computers successfully
running WPC include laptops and tablets in the $3,500 - $5,000 range. Microsoft feels
that this product is aimed at corporate users and vertical markets such as hospitals and
government.

Future plans from Microsoft include a scaled down version for hand held computers
requiring less power and hardware cost. This mission is part of Microsoft’s “At work”
program but has no introduction date set at this time.

• PenPoint - Created by GO corporation, PenPoint is an object oriented programming
language designed to offer the user a friendly interface to work in. The screen resembles
a familiar notebook metaphor with tabs that lets the user turn pages and thumb through
the notebook. Features include address books, appointment calendar, note taking, fax
(send/receive), handwriting recognition as well as others. PenPoint was deigned to
appeal to both computer users and non users. 

For developers, PenPoint represents a steeper learning curve than Windows for Pen
Computing. The developers tool kit is called PenApps and is a 4th generation language.
This allows fast prototyping of concepts and fast development of simple applications.
For more complicated tasks, Go has provided an extension to C++. Developers report
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that the language is very powerful and robust but takes time to master. PenPoint is capa-
ble of running on a variety of microprocessors, providing different compilers for each.

The advantages of PenPoint are: Easy to use interface, 32 bit multi-tasking, rich object
oriented developers tool kit, multi-platform support and built in features such as embed-
ding, networking, gestures and handwriting recognition.

The disadvantages are: steep learning curve for developers, limited developers tools
and difficult to port existing applications. PenPoint currently runs on the EO machines,
NEC and IBM tablets.

• PenDOS & PenRight - These two operating systems rely on DOS and offer an inex-
pensive developing environment to take advantage of low powered equipment. They
both have been very successful to date, running on 8088 class equipment. 

However, the next 2 years will see a shift away from this type of equipment and the
use of these systems is expected to decline. 

• Newton Script - Newton Script (NS) is the operating system found in the Apple
Newton. It is an object oriented language based on  the syntax of Pascal and the seman-
tics of LISP. The developers tool kit is a true 4th GL language and is currently only avail-
able for Macintosh machines. A Windows version is expected by December.. 

NS offers the user a very friendly intuitive interface and assists the user by moving
between applications seamlessly. Newton’s handwriting recognition is estimated to be
between 80% & 90% accurate and is based on a combination of character and word
recognition. 

The advantages of Newton Script is its easy to use interface and simple 4th GL devel-
oping language. Its disadvantages is its limitation to the Newton and Sharp PDA’s, limit-
ed developers tools, lack of applications and its inability to accept 3rd party handwriting
recognition programs.

• Magic Communications Application Platform (Magic CAP) - While not yet avail-
able, Magic CAP represents a new player in the field of mobile computing that may pro-
foundly change the way mobile users communicate and work. Magic CAP is being creat-
ed by General Magic - the consortium of 25 software partners including IBM & Apple. 

Magic CAP employs a variety
of graphical objects to simulate
the real world that we work in.
Using the various objects lets the
user work, communicate and nav-
igate information in a mobile
environment. It is focused on
communications and is very pow-
erful according to early Beta
testers.

Motorola and Sony are report-
ed to be developing personal
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communicators based on Magic CAP for early next year. EO (owned by AT&T) and
Apple are expected to integrate Telescript into their devices. To get things rolling,
General Magic is expected to offer a version of Magic CAP for Macintosh and Windows
based machines.

If widely adopted, Magic CAP could make mobile computing much easier for the
average user. This software deserves to be watched closely. 

4.2) Handwriting Recognition Software - Handwriting recognition; or the lack thereof;
has been the widely reported in many trade papers and has even been featured in comic
strips. Yet there has been amazing progress in this area over the past 2 years. Some of the HR
programs are capable of over 90% accuracy and there are several factors coming into play to
improve this within the next year.

The recognition software is becoming increasingly sophisticated as vendors continue to
learn from their experiences and attempt newer and more sophisticated solutions. CIC’s
handwriting recognition engine demonstrated at the recent Pen Expo in Boston was averag-
ing 98% accuracy consistently with excellent speed. Other vendors are attempting to com-
bine character recognition with word recognition to improve accuracy. And even more effort
is going into allowing recognizers to learn a users styles and habits to improve accuracy. 

The quality and resolution of the digitizing tablet itself greatly effects the accuracy of
handwriting recognition. Improvements are happening here and will have a positive impact
on the recognizing software.

As the power of the mobile computers increases, recognition software can compute more
variables from a wider database of options without slowing translation down to an annoying
level. The consensus from several of industry representatives expect a steady improvement
in this area over the next 2 years.
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Section 5) Conclusions - A review of the current state of mobile computing shows that this
industry is positioned for accelerated growth over the next 2 years. Several major developments
are occurring to permit inexpensive and easy use of very sophisticated technology. 

• Powerful RISC chips are becoming available for high powered computers requiring less
battery power to run.

• Quality improvements in digitizer screens will make pen input more natural and accu-
rate.

• More sophisticated communications networks are being introduced to serve a wider
range of users and tasks.

• The Federal Government is an active supporter of developing this area of technology.

• Major computer and communications companies are investing resources in developing
solutions to today’s mobile communications problems and creating new markets for their
services and products.

• Software exists and is also being developed to allow a wide range of users take advan-
tage of these developments.

The rate of development in these areas is escalating rapidly. NEBS will begin to see uses for
this technology within the next 2 years. The appeal of this technology to NEBS customers
include:

• In-store sales tool to electronically retrieve business information from any place in the
store. Inventory, pricing, shipping, order placement and sales are all possible with this
technology. Once information is captured electronically, it can be better used in running
the small business.

• Conducting business out in the field, service and contractor LOB’s will find the ability to
send/receive information  while away from the office to be a great benefit. Providing the
ability to quickly create proposals, work orders and bills while enabling them to process
this information quickly back in the office will be a great time saving feature.

NEBS is well suited to provide this technology to our customers. We have many years of
experience in helping the small business solve there problems. NEBS has a well earned reputa-
tion and a large customer base. The large suppliers of this technology such as IBM and AT&T
will not have our knowledge or experience with this market segment. NEBS could be the ideal
strategic partner for large corporations such as these. NEBS could work with the larger corpora-
tions to design a total solution of hardware, software and applications to meet our customers
needs. NEBS would be well positioned to market these business solutions to existing and emerg-
ing small business.

The advantage of this approach is that it allows NEBS to leverage its knowledge and strengths
without venturing into areas such as hardware that require large investments and high risk.
NEBS may even choose to offer its own application solutions as added value through our soft-
ware division.

Pursuing an investigation of this emerging technology and its business potential is also insur-
ance against the likely possibility that the pre-printed business forms market will begin to shrink. 
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Section 6) Recommendations - From the facts that we have gathered, we are able to envi-
sion how the future may be and project its impact on NEBS core business. However, without
additional research, we will not be able to make a business decision of how to take advantage of
this opportunities. If the industry leaders are correct, NEBS has 2 - 3 years to develop an effec-
tive business solution to this potential threat. NEBS requires more in depth study of this technol-
ogy and market opportunity and there is a great deal of information that we must learn.

I recommend that a small research team be created with the following goals: 

• Research existing and developing operating systems to determine the strengths/weakness
and benefits. 

• Research emerging communications technologies.

• Closely follow the development of PDA & mobile computing advancements.

• Develop an understanding of the impact/opportunities to our customers.

• Develop a Marketing and development plan.

The team should be comprised of:

• A Marketing representative to study the potential sales possibilities and threats that this
technology presents. 

• A IR/programmer to investigate the strengths of the competing operating systems and
hardware implementations.

• A Product Engineer to research the emerging solutions, alliances and assist Marketing in
the product possibilities.

If you have any questions or require additional information on any of these topics, please feel
free to contact me.

David Hook

Senior Product Engineer
X - 6284
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